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Abstract

Shown ®rst is the equivalence between the multiple expansion (ME) of the brain electrical generator and the spherical harmonic spectra

(SHS) of the potential generated by the electrical generator in an in®nite volume conductor. Based on the equivalence, the SHS and the

spatial ®lters which connect the SHS with the ME are deduced, in a concentric 3 sphere conductor and for the 5 EEG source mappings. They

are cortical potential mapping (CPM), scalp Laplacian mapping (LM), pseudo-cortical potential mapping (PCPM), equivalent dipole layer

mapping (EDM) and equivalent charge layer mapping (ECM). The theoretical simulation study of the spatial ®lters and mappings indicate

that all 5 mappings provide higher resolution imaging maps of brain electrical activity than the scalp potential map. In the inverse problem, a

spherical spline ®t algorithm is provided to reconstruct the SHS of the scalp recording potential, and then the SHS and maps of the 5

mappings are reconstructed by utilizing the spatial ®lters and the SHS of the scalp potential. The results indicate that the correlativity order

between a reconstructed map and the actual cortical potential map is CPM $ EDM . PCPM . LM . ECM. An empirical VEP data study

shows that any one of the 5 mappings also provides higher spatial resolution than the scalp potential map. q 2000 Elsevier Science Ireland

Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Conventional scalp EEG mapping suffers from limited

spatial resolution because of the spatial smearing and

other distortions existing in the head volume conductor

(Nunez et al., 1994). A few approaches have been developed

to construct an invasive high-resolution mapping, which

have been increasingly used in recent years (Ahlfors et al.,

1992; Manahilov et al., 1992; Sidman et al., 1992; Towle et

al., 1995; Gevins, 1998).

1.1. Scalp Laplacian mapping (LM)

LM estimate is based on the 2D Laplace operation on the

scalp potential. LM is related to the current source density

(Hjorth, 1975). There are many versions of the Laplacian

estimate (Nunez et al., 1994), ranging from the use of

groups of 5 or more local electrodes (Hjorth, 1975;

Nunez, 1981; Gevins, 1989) to global measures based on

spline ®ts to recorded potentials (Pascual-Marqui et al.,

1988; Perrin et al., 1989; Nunez, 1989; Le et al., 1992;

Law and Nunez, 1993; Babiloni et al., 1996; Zhao et al.,

1998), and from a spatial ®ltering of EEG (Srinivasan et al.,

1996) to a numeric algorithm for a realistic head model

(Oostendorp and Oosterom, 1996).

1.2. Equivalent dipole layer mapping (EDM)

EDM estimate is based on the spatial deconvolution tech-

nique. A few different models of the volume conductor as

well as different source models have been used. A primary

report was the `software lens' which was based on a half-

space volume conductor model, and the `spatial deconvolu-

tion technique' was involved to deconvolve the scalp poten-

tial to get a small local dipole distribution (Freeman, 1980;

Nunez, 1987). The later works include local-plane models

(Hamalainen and Ilmoniemi, 1984; Wang et al., 1992; Bail-

let and Garnero, 1997), a realistic cortical surface model

(Srebro, 1996; Srebro and Oguz, 1997) and a closed sphe-

rical surface model (He and Yao et al., in preparation). In

general, since the location of the actual source is unknown,

each of the above estimated dipole distributions is an

equivalent distribution source in generating the same scalp

potential, so it is a mapping of the actual brain electrical

generator.
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1.3. Cortical potential mapping (CPM)

CPM estimates have been obtained by various

approaches. One approach is to construct a spherical equiva-

lent dipole layer between the actual sources and the cortical

surface by the spatial deconvolution technique, and then the

cortical surface potential is reconstructed from the obtained

dipole layer. This approach is termed as cortical imaging

technique (CIT, Sidman et al., 1990). Various versions

cover a hemisphere radial dipole layer in a single sphere

head model (Sidman et al., 1990; Sidman et al., 1992; Kear-

fott et al., 1991; Yao, 1995a; 1996a), a closed radial dipole

layer in a concentric 3 sphere model (Kearfott et al., 1991;

He et al., 1996; Wang and He, 1998) and a closed dipole

layer in a 3 layer head volume conductor with realistic shape

(Babiloni et al., 1997; Zanow, 1997). The second approach

is to construct a spherical equivalent charge layer by the

same mathematical algorithm, and in order to distinguish

the two approaches, the ®rst approach has been re-termed as

dipole-CIT (DCIT), and the second one charge-CIT (CCIT)

(Yao, 1995a, 1996a). It has been found that the analytical

solution of the strength of the equivalent dipole layer is

proportional to the electrical potential over the same sphe-

rical surface when the exterior space of the dipole layer is

replaced by air (Fig. 1c), and the strength of the equivalent

charge layer is the current density while the exterior space

of the layer is replaced by a perfect conductor (Fig. 1d)

(Yao, 1995b; Yao and Luo, 1996a, Yao et al., in prepara-

tion). The equivalent dipole layer has been tested as a high-

resolution mapping (He and Yao, in preparation), and the

equivalent charge layer will be tested as a new high-resolu-

tion imaging map in this paper, i.e. the equivalent charge

layer mapping (ECM). The third approach to reconstruct the

cortical potential is the direct numeric algorithm, which may

be a boundary element method (BEM) (Srebro et al., 1993;

He et al., 1997; Van Burik et al., 1997), or a ®nite element

method (FEM) (Gevins et al., 1993; Le and Gevins, 1993;

Gevins, 1998). The fourth approach is the spherical harmo-

nic analysis algorithm, which has been implemented on a

single homogeneous sphere head model (Yao, 1995c,

1996b; Yao and Luo, 1996b), and on a concentric multi-

sphere model (Srinivasan et al., 1996; Edlinger et al., 1998).

The theoretical basis is the multiple expansion (ME) of the

brain electrical generator, so it is also an equivalent source

technique (Yao, 1996b).

1.4. Pseudo-cortical potential mapping (PCPM)

PCPM is de®ned as the cortical potential generated by the

brain electrical generator when the whole exterior space of

the cortical layer is ®lled with a volume conductor of the

same conductivity as the inner brain (Fig. 1b). One approach

has been reported to implement the PCPM by DCIT. After

getting the dipole layer through DCIT, the PCPM is recon-

structed by the potential generated by the equivalent dipole

layer in an in®nite homogeneous conductor (Yao and Qi,

1995).

In this paper, we do not focus on any particular algorithm,

because many numeric details and promising results about

the various mappings have been reported, and even better

results may be provided with the development of computa-

tion technique and resource in the future. What we are inter-

ested here are the relations among the 5 mappings and their

relative performances under a uni®ed implementation

frame. In this paper, the spatial spectra ®lters connecting

the SHS of the ®ve mappings with the ME of the brain

electrical generator are deduced in Section 2. In Section 3,

a sphere spline ®t algorithm is introduced to get the inverse

SHS of the scalp potential, and then the ®ve maps are

deduced from the obtained SHS and the respective spatial

®lters. A comparison of the mappings is completed by tests

on theoretical simulation data and empirical data in Sections

2 and 3. A summary and discussion is given in Section 4.

2. Forward theory

2.1. The ME of a dipole and SHS of potential in an in®nite

conductor

Fig. 1b is regarded as the physical model of an in®nite

conductor, and the potential distribution of an arbitrarily

positioned and orientated dipole in an in®nite medium is

given through the following sets of formulae (Stratton,

1941):
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Fig. 1. Conductor model. (a) Concentric 3 sphere conductor head model.

(b) Equivalent conductor model corresponding to the pseudo-cortical

potential calculation. (c) Equivalent conductor model corresponding to

the equivalent dipole layer at r � 0:87. (d) Equivalent conductor model

corresponding to the equivalent charge layer at r � 0:87. Where a, b and

c are the radii of the three spheres, d i is the regional conductivity, i � 1, 2,

3, 4.
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Where (r0,u0,f0) and (r,u,f) are the spherical coordinates of

the location of a dipole source and its ®eld point, rp is the

distance between the source location and the ®eld point, Pm
l

is the associated Legendre function of degree l and order m.

d1 is the conductivity of the conductor model. dm0 is the

Kronecker delta. The (Pr,Pu,Pf) is the dipole moment in

the spherical coordinate system. Practically, the degree l is

terminated at Lmax. Based on Eq. (1), on one hand, in an

in®nite volume conductor the potential, generated by a

dipole, can be represented by an orthogonal spherical

harmonic series, where the coef®cients gm
l , hm

l are the sphe-

rical harmonic spectra (SHS) of the potential. On the other

hand, each spherical harmonic function is related to a multi-

ple source at the origin, that is to say, the actual dipole is

equivalent to a multiple series, while the multiple series is

the multiple expansion (ME) at the origin of the brain elec-

trical generator. The ME of the actual sources is determined

uniquely by the source model and the coordinate system.

And in the in®nite volume conductor, the strength of the

multiple is directly related to the value of the SHS compo-

nent of the potential.

Fig. 2 shows a few normalized maps of the basis function

of the spherical harmonic analysis. From the maps, it is clear

that the number of peaks is the same as the order m, and the

larger the degree l is, the sharper the peak is.

2.2. The SHS of the potentials in a concentric 3 sphere

model

Among the various head models, the concentric 3 sphere

model is the most popular one, especially in simulation

study. In fact, the head has been successfully regarded as

a series of concentric regions (the aforementioned brain,

skull and scalp), as illustrated in Fig. 1a (Rush and Driscoll,

1968; 1969). In this model, the inner and outer radii of the

skull are chosen to be 8 and 8.5 cm, respectively, while the

radius of the head is 9.2 cm. For the brain and the scalp, the

resistivity is 2.22 V, whereas the skull's resistivity is 80 £
2:22 V � 177 V.These numerical values are given solely to

indicate typical (mean) physiological quantities. In theore-

tical simulation study, these numerical values may be

normalized to their relative values. The radii are normalized

by the radius of the head, and the ®nal results are a � 0:87,

b � 0:92 and c � 1:0. The resistivity is normalized by the

skull's resistivity, and the ®nial conductivity is

d1 � d3 � 1:0, d2 � 0:0125.

The electrostatic boundary condition of the concentric 3

sphere conductor requires that the potential and normal

current are continuous across the boundaries, and then we

get the SHS of the potential in each sub-region:
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Where, i � 1, 2, 3, respectively, represents the inner-sphere

region-brain region, the skull and the scalp region (Fig. 1a),

and

Kl�1� � Alr
2l11 1 1

Kl�2� � Bl�r2l11 1 g�

Kl�3� � El�r2l11 1 x� �6�
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Fig. 2. Normalized maps of a few basis functions of the spherical harmonic

spectra. Where the black is corresponding to the maximum, and the white is

corresponding to the minimum. These basis functions are: (a) P2
3cos2w; (b)

P3
4sin3w; (c) P4

6cos4w.
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Where Gm
l and Hm

l are the SHS of the potential F in the

concentric 3 sphere conductor model. Especially, when

r � a, F�1� � cortical surface potential, and when r � c,

F�3� � scalp surface potential.

Kl(i) (i � 1,2,3) are the spatial spectra ®lters that connect

the SHS of the potential in a sub-region with the ME of the

brain electrical generator. In the homogenized in®nite

conductor model shown by Fig. 1b and Eq. (1), the spatial

®lter may be termed as Kl�0� � 1:0, which is an all-pass

spatial ®lter. As the Kl(i) (i � 1,2,3) are determined by the

volume conductor model, the SHS of the potential in the

concentric 3 sphere conductor depends not only on the

source model, the ME, but also on the conductor model,

the spatial ®lter. And the PCPM may be explained as the

result that the conductor ®lter effect is removed or compen-

sated by an inverse ®lter. The numeric results of the spatial

®lters shown by Fig. 3a,e demonstrate the low-pass or

smearing characteristics of the concentric 3 sphere conduc-

tor.

2.3. The SHS of LM, EDM and ECM

Among the ®ve mappings, the SHS of the PCPM is given

by gm
l , hm

l and the SHS of the CPM is given by Gm
l �1�, Hm

l �1�
within r # a. Now we consider the SHS of the other three

mappings.

2.3.1. The SHS of the ECM

The ECM is the strength map of the equivalent charge

layer that generates the same potential outside the layer as

the actual source does. For a spherical equivalent layer, the

analytic solution of the equivalent charge strength has been

derived by expecting the potential equivalence (Yao, 1995b;

Yao and Luo, 1996a):
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Where the SHS of the ECM are
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And the spatial ®lter is

Kl�q� � d1�2l 1 1�=r; r # a �14�
Apparently, the key factor is (2l 1 1), which is a high

spatial frequency amplifying factor as illustrated in Fig. 3f.

2.3.2. The SHS of the EDM

The EDM is the strength map of the equivalent dipole

layer in DCIT. For a spherical closed layer, the analytic

solution is (Yao, 1995b; Yao and Luo, 1996a):
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Where the SHS of the EDM are
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And the spatial ®lter is

Kl�d� � d1�2l 1 1�=l � 2 1 1=l �17�
As Sd is proportional to the scalp potential of a homoge-

neous volume conductor head model (Yao et al., in prepara-

tion), Kl�d� , 1=l also means that the head-air boundary

functions as a low-pass ®lter as illustrated in Fig. 3g.

2.3.3. The SHS of the LM

The scalp Laplacian is de®ned by
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Where the SHS of the LM are
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And the spatial ®lter is

Kl�L� � 2�El�c2l11 1 x���l 1 1�l=c2 � 2Kl�3��l 1 1�l=c2

�20�
It is easy to get the Laplacian in other regions, and the

spatial ®lter is:

Kl�L; i� � 2Kl�i��l 1 1�l=r2 �21�
Where a $ r . r0, i � 1; b $ r $ a, i � 2;c $ r $ b,

i � 3. As a mapping technique, the negative sign is omitted

in the following discussion, and the ®lters are re-noted as

Kl�L; 0� � l�l 1 1� and Kl�L; i� � Kl�L; 0�Kl�i�; i � 1; 2; 3.

Their spectra characteristics are shown by Fig. 3h±l.

2.4. Forward simulation and discussion

2.4.1. The spatial ®lters

The above analyses show that the spatial ®lter Kl plays the

role of connecting the ME of the EEG electrical generator

with the SHS of the various quantities. Fig. 3 shows the

normalized amplitude versus the degree l of the spatial ®lter

Kl. From the curves, in the concentric 3 sphere conductor,

the relative value (the ratio of the amplitude of the spatial

®lter at degree l � 10 and that at degree l � 1) is 0.0879

(Fig. 3d) on the scalp surface at r � 1:0, 0.7532 (Fig. 3b) on

the cortical surface at r � 0:87, 0.5040 (Fig. 3a) on the layer

at r � 0:80, and for LM, EDM and ECM, the relative values

are 4.836 (Fig. 3h), 0.70 (Fig. 3g) and 7.0 (Fig. 3f) respec-

tively. Comparing with the ®lter Kl(0) of the PCPM (Fig.

3e), it is clear that the LM and ECM will result in ` higher'

resolution mappings, and the CPM and EDM will result in `

lower' resolution mappings. The EDM (Fig. 3g) will result

in a similar resolution map to what the CPM does at r �
0:87 (Fig. 3b). The Kl(L,3) of the LM (scalp Laplacian)

reaches at a minimum relative value 0.4174 at degree l �
8 and a relative value 0.4252 at degree l � 10 (Fig. 3l). The

LM values 0.4252 at l � 10 and r � 1:0 is smaller than the

CPM values 0.7532 at l � 10 and r � 0:87 (Fig. 3l vs. Fig.

3b), combining with the fact that the resolvable degree from

a noisy scalp recording is also around l � 10 (Edlinger et al.,

1998), which may serve as a reason of the conclusion that

the CPM at r � 0:87 is better than LM at r � 1:0 obtained in

a theoretical simulation study (Nunez et al., 1994).

2.4.2. The forward maps

Let's suppose there are three dipoles in the concentric 3

sphere conductor, the ®rst two unit radial dipoles locating at

the Cartesian coordinates ( 2 0.6, 2 0.3, 0.3) and ( 2 0.6,

0.3, 0.3), with their radial spherical coordinates being as

r0 � 0:7348; the third radial dipole locating at (0.0, 0.2,

0.7), its radial spherical coordinate being as r0 � 0:7280,

and its moment as 0.5.
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Fig. 3. Normalized amplitude versus degree l of the spatial ®lter Kl. The horizontal axis is the degree l, and the vertical axis is the normalized amplitude. (a) and

(b) show Kl�1�, respectively, at r � 0:80, 0.87, (c) shows Kl�2� at r � 0:92 and (d) shows Kl�3� at r � 1:0, they correspond to the 3 sphere conductor model; (e)

shows Kl�0� at r � 1:0, it corresponds to the in®nite conductor model; (f) shows Kl�q�, it corresponds to the equivalent charge layer model; (g) shows Kl�d�, it

corresponds to the equivalent dipole layer model; (h) showsKl�L; 0� � l�l 1 1�, it corresponds to the Laplacian operator; (i,l) shows Kl�L; i� � Kl�i�Kl�L; 0�
i � 1, 2, 3 at r � 0:80 (i � 1), 0.87 (i � 1), 0.92 (i � 2) and 1.0 (i � 3), respectively.



Fig. 4 shows the normalized SHS and maps of the poten-

tials of the three dipoles in the in®nite conductor. Fig. 5

shows the normalized SHS and maps of the potentials of

the same source con®guration in the concentric 3 sphere

conductor and Fig. 6 shows the normalized SHS and maps

of the derived imaging maps LM, EDM and ECM. The

second rows of Figs. 4±6 are constructed by setting

Lmax � 15, and the third rows are constructed by setting

Lmax � 150. It is dif®cult to distinguish the three sources

from the map of the scalp recording potential (Fig. 5d,h at

r � 1:0), however, they are clearly distinguished by the

PCPM at r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0 (Fig. 4a,h). And the

differences between Figs. 4 and 5 are due to the smearing

effect of the concentric 3 sphere conductor (Fig. 3a,d vs. Fig.

3e). Based on Fig. 6, the three sources are distinguished by

the EDM (Fig. 6c,h) at r � 0:80, Fig. 6d,i at r � 0:87), the

ECM (Fig. 6a,f at r � 0:80, Fig. 6b,g at r � 0:87), LM (Fig.

6e,j), and the CPM (Fig. 5a,e at r � 0:80, Fig. 5b,f at

r � 0:87). In these maps, it is clear that the deeper the

imaging depth is and the higher the degree number l is,

the higher the spatial resolution of the imaging map is,

which are illustrated by the maps at r � 0:80 versus the

maps at r � 0:87, and the second row of Figs. 4±6 versus

the third row of Figs. 4±6. These forward maps show the

possibility of their being used as high-resolution mappings

of the brain electrical generator.

3. Inverse problem

According to the forward theory derived in the last

section, only in the in®nite volume conductor, the strength

of a multiple is directly related to the value of a SHS compo-

nent of the potential. However, it is connected with the ME

by the spatial ®lters that the SHS of the potentials in the

concentric 3 sphere conductor model and of the ®ve imaging

maps. And it is the spatial ®lters that provide relations

among the SHS of the ®ve high-resolution mappings and

the ME of the brain electrical generator. In the EEG inverse

problem, the known is the non-invasive scalp recording

potential. If we get the SHS of the scalp recording potential

by an inverse algorithm, we obtain the ME of the brain

electrical generator by applying an inverse ®lter to compen-

sate the spatial ®lter Kl(3). Since the ME provides the

complete information of the generator, the ®ve high-resolu-

tion mappings are easily derived from the ME by attaching

the respective spatial ®lter to the ME. Here, a sphere spline

®t algorithm is introduced to get the SHS of the scalp poten-
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Fig. 4. The normalized SHS and maps of the three dipoles in the in®nite conductor. The ®rst row shows the normalized SHS, respectively, at r � 0:80, 0.87,

0.92 and 1.0, where the horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS. Its range is from l � 1, g0
1; g

1
1; h

1
1 to l � Lmax, g0

Lmax; :::; g
Lmax
Lmax; h

Lmax
Lmax, and the total

number is Lmax*Lmax 1 2Lmax, here the ®rst 300 points are plotted. The second row shows the maps constructed by setting Lmax � 15 (the total number of

the SHS component is 255), and the third row shows the maps constructed by setting Lmax � 150 (the total number is 22 800) at r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0,

respectively.
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Fig. 5. The normalized SHS and maps of the three dipoles in the concentric 3 sphere conductor. The ®rst row shows the normalized SHS at r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92

and 1.0. where the horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS. Its range is from l � 1, G0
1�i�, G1

1�i�, H1
1 �i�, to l � Lmax, G0

Lmax�i�; :::;GLmax
Lmax�i� HLmax

Lmax �i� (i � 1

at r � 0:80 and 0.87, i � 2 at r � 0:92 and i � 3 at r � 1:0), here the ®rst 300 points are plotted. The second row shows the maps constructed by setting

Lmax � 15 and the third row shows the maps constructed by setting Lmax � 150 at r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0, respectively.

Fig. 6. The normalized SHS and maps of the LM, ECM and EDM of the three dipoles in the concentric 3 sphere conductor. The ®rst row shows the normalized

SHS. The horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS, and its range is from l � 1, G0
1�i�, G1

1�i�, H1
1 �i�, to l � Lmax, G0

Lmax�i�; :::;GLmax
Lmax�i�, HLmax

Lmax �i�, here the

®rst 300 points are plotted. From left to right, they are, respectively, the SHS of the ECM at r � 0:80 and 0.87 where i � q, of the EDM at r � 0:80 and 0.87

where i � d, and of the LM at scalp surface at r � 1:0. The second and third rows show the corresponding maps, where the second row is the maps constructed

by setting Lmax � 15 and the third row is the maps constructed by setting Lmax � 150.



tial: Gm
l �3�, Hm

l �3� and the others are obtained by using the

respective spatial ®lter.

3.1. Sphere spline ®t and inverse algorithm

The sphere spline function (Wahba 1981) has been used

in EEG mapping research (Perrin et al., 1987; , 1989; Pasc-

ual-Marqui et al., 1988; Biggins et al., 1991; Edlinger et al.,

1998). De®ning
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�l�l 1 1��n �2 2 dm0�
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The spline interpolation formula is

F�Rscalp; uu;wu� �
XNe

v�1

W�u; v�X�v�1 d �23�

Where n is chosen to be 2 in Edlinger et al. (1998) and 4 in

Perrin et al. (1989). Here it is chosen to be 2. pÄl
m(cosu) is the

associated normalized Legendre function. The

guv

is the angle between electrode location u and location v, and

X is an unknown column vector of the spherical spline

coef®cients and d is an unknown constant. The X(v)s are

the solutions of (Perrin et al., 1989)

F � WX 1 Td

T 0X � 0 �24�
Where T is a column vector with each of its element being

unity. Here we replace the problem (24) with the following

equivalent problem

min �F 2 WX1�2 T , F 2 WX1 .j j
) �Noise 1 Td�2 T , Noise 1 Td .j j � Noisej j �25�

Where it is supposed that the expectation kNoisel is zero,

and the covariance of the noise is known. The vector X1 in

Eq. (25) is estimated by using the general inverse and the

discrepancy-principle regularization (Kirsch, 1996). For

application, the covariance of the noise may be estimated

approximately. The constraint on the sum of X in Eq. (24) is

satis®ed by de®ning

X � X1 2 T , X1 . �26�

In theory, d � 0 and it is not included in Eq. (4). Practi-

cally, since the number of observation points is ®nite, d will

not be zero. However, in our algorithm, d is excluded by the

discrepancy-principle regularization implicitly (Eq. (25)).

Besides, Lmax � 15 is chosen in the inverse calculation.

After we get X through Eqs. (24)±(26), by involving Eq.

(22) into Eq. (23), and comparing the ®nal Eq. (23) with Eq.

(4), we get the SHS of the scalp potential

Gm
l �3� �

XNe

u�1
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G0
0�3� � d;H0

0�3� � 0 �27�
By utilizing the spatial ®lter Kl(3) that connects the SHS

of the scalp potential with the ME of the brain electrical

generator (Eq. (5)), we get the ME: gm
l , hm

l and by utilizing

the other spatial ®lters (Eqs. (5), (13), (16) and (19)), we get

all the other SHS and respective imaging maps.

3.2. Inverse calculation and discussion

In the inverse calculation, the number of electrodes is 128

and they are distributed approximately uniformly on the

upper hemisphere surface. The forward scalp potential is

calculated according to Eq. (4) at r � 1:0 and

Lmax � 150. The source model is the three dipoles as

noted above. Ten percent Gaussian white noise is added to

the scalp potential (the percentage noise level is de®ned by

the ratio of the standard variance of the noise and that of the

signal). Fig. 7 shows the forward SHS (Fig. 7a), and recon-

structed SHS (Fig. 7b), and their difference (Fig. 7c). It is

clear that though the maximum absolute error is at low

spatial frequency, the maximum relative error is on the

high frequency, and so it is unnecessary to include much

higher frequency in the inverse calculation because a ill high

frequency component provides nothing but misleading us.

Based on our numeric tests, we believe that Lmax � 15 (the

number of the SHS terms is 255) is enough for inverse

practice.

Fig. 8 shows the normalized SHS and maps of the recon-

structed potentials in an in®nite conductor model. The

sources are imaged in a sense of a relative high resolution

to the forward scalp potential maps (Fig. 5d,h) and a relative

low resolution to the forward PCPM maps (Fig. 4), and the

reason is clearly illustrated by the difference of the SHS

shown on these ®gures. The map at r � 0:87 (Fig. 8b) is

previously called PCPM (Yao and Qi, 1995).

Fig. 9 shows the normalized SHS and maps of the recon-
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structed potentials in the concentric 3 sphere conductor,

where Fig. 9b at r � 0:87 is the strict cortical surface poten-

tial map, the CPM, and it shows that the 3 sources could be

imaged by the CPM.

Fig. 10 shows the normalized SHS and maps of the recon-

structed ECM, EDM and LM. The sources are distin-

guished, too.

Based on these maps, all the ®ve mappings provide higher

spatial resolution than the conventional scalp potential map

does (Fig. 5d,h). And so, each of them forms a high spatial

resolution EEG mapping technique as the references

emphasized. Comparing the forward (Figs. 4±6), and the

inverse (Figs. 8±10), the difference is clear. And the reason

is the limited precision of the SHS reconstruction especially

on its high frequency component as shown by Fig. 7. The

limited reconstruction precision of the SHS is due to the

®nite number of the electrodes on the scalp surface, the

unavoidable measurement noise and the inverse algorithm

with regularization smooth.

Fig. 11 shows the correlation coef®cients (CC) versus

various percentage noise levels (%). It shows that:

1. The CC order between the forward and inverse map of

each of the ®ve mappings is CPM . EDM . PCPM/

LM . ECM as shown in Fig. 11a;

2. The LM has been thought to be approximately identical

to the cortical potential (Nunez et al., 1994). Here, we

suppose that the actual cortical potential map, the actual

CPM, is the desired imaging map, the others are refer-

enced to a `surrogate' of the CPM, and then Fig. 11b

shows that the reconstructed CPM is the best surrogate

of the actual CPM, and the correlativity order is CPM $
EDM . PCPM . LM . ECM.

These results show that the CPM is the easiest one to be

reconstructed by the inverse algorithm used in this paper.

3.3. Experimental comparisons of the ®ve mappings

Fig. 12 shows an example of the ®ve imaging techniques.

The number of electrodes is 120, their positions are de®ned

as the projection points on the corresponding best-®t sphere

surface of group averaged electrode positions over 10

subjects (NeuroScan System). The potential data is group

averaged VEP, too. And average reference is used in the

algorithm. The noise/signal ratio is estimated by utilizing

the recorded data before stimulation as the noise back-

ground, and the result is 14%.

Fig. 12 clearly shows that higher spatial resolution

mappings of the electrical activities on the visual cortex

are obtained, and the CPM, EDM and PCPM show a little

higher signal/noise ratio than LM and ECM does.

4. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, the ®ve high-resolution EEG mappings are
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Fig. 8. The reconstructed SHS and maps of the potentials in the equivalent homogenized conductor model (Fig. 1b). The ®rst row shows the normalized SHS at

r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0, respectively. Where the horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS. The second row shows the maps of the reconstructed

potential at r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0, respectively.

Fig. 7. The reconstructed SHS of the scalp potential. (a) The forward SHS

of the scalp potential of the three dipoles in the concentric 3 sphere model,

the horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS. It is ordered according to

G0
1�3�;G1

1�3�;H1
1 �3�;G0

2�3�;G1
2�3�;H1

2 �3�; ::::G15
15�3�;H15

15 �3�, and the total

number is 255 for Lmax � 15; (b) the reconstructed SHS; (c) The difference

between (a) and (b).



uni®ed in a frame of the SHS. And it is investigated that the

theoretical relations with the ME of the actual electrical

generator and relative imaging quality of these mappings.

Based on the forward theoretical analyses, the ECM, LM

and PCPM bring on higher resolution maps than the CPM

does, and the EDM brings on an approximately equivalent

resolution map to the CPM does. And so, if we could get a

good reconstruction of the actual SHS, the ECM, LM and

PCPM would be superior to the CPM and the EDM.

However, due to many practical limitations in EEG

measurement and reconstruction algorithm, the reliable

high spatial frequency is limited in the reconstructed SHS.

The inverse practice reported here shows that the CPM is the

easiest one to be restored, and the second is the EDM. Due

to the low-pass characteristics of the spatial ®lters of the

EDM and CPM, they are less affected by the reconstructed

low-precision high frequency components than the other

three maps are. The high-resolution characteristics of the

CPM and EDM, compared with the conventional scalp

map, are mainly due to the interpolation from the scalp to

the cortical surface.

As shown above, a precise SHS, and so a precise ME, will

bring on a good reconstruction of all the ®ve imaging maps.

But it is impossible to reconstruct the SHS precisely in

practice. So in order to get a good reconstruction of a speci-

®ed map, a corresponding special algorithm is needed. For

example, in order to suppress the noisy high spatial compo-

nents in LM and ECM, a regularization algorithm with

stronger smoothing effect on SHS is preferred. However,

the improvement on signal/noise ratio of the imaging map

by a smoother SHS of the LM and ECM will be accompa-

nied by a decrease of the spatial resolution, thus resulting in

a similar SHS and maps to that of the CPM, EDM or PCPM.

Such a fact indicates that a relative priority order of the

different mapping techniques stands only in a speci®ed

reconstruction and evaluation method, and different algo-
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Fig. 10. The reconstructed SHS and maps of the ECM, EDM and LM. The ®rst row shows the normalized SHS, and from left to right, they are successively the

SHS of the ECM at r � 0:80 and 0.87, of the EDM at r � 0:80 and 0.87, and of the LM at r � 1:0. The second row shows the reconstructed ECM ((a) at

r � 0:80 and (b) at r � 0:87), EDM ((c) at r � 0:80 and (d) at r � 0:87) and LM (e).

Fig. 9. The reconstructed SHS and maps of the potentials in the concentric 3 sphere conductor model. The ®rst row shows the normalized SHS at r � 0:80,

0.87, 0.92 and 1.0, respectively. Where the horizontal axis is the order number of the SHS. The second row shows the maps of the reconstructed potential at

r � 0:80, 0.87, 0.92 and 1.0, respectively.



rithm may result in a different order. Therefore, the order

given in this paper is a result of the algorithm used in this

paper. The SHS theoretical frame reveals that there is a

common basis of the ®ve mappings, which is the ME of

the actual electrical generator. The ®ve maps are different

®lter outputs of the ME. And, in our opinion, the compar-

ison and evaluation of the current techniques and future

algorithms should be based on the quality of the reconstruc-

tion of the ME of the actual electrical generator. This view-

point means that much more effort should be focussed on

developing a better strategy to reconstruct the SHS of the

scalp potential or to say the ME of the generator in the

future.

According to the references (Oostendorp and Oosterom,

1996; Babiloni et al., 1996; Gevins et al., 1993; He et al.,

1997; Van Burik et al., 1997), the LM, EDM and CPM have

been implemented on a realistic head model. Moreover,

some of those algorithms can be easily extended to imple-

ment PCPM and ECM on a realistic head model. The

common basis, the SHS of potential in an in®nite medium

or to say the ME of the actual electrical generator, of the ®ve

mappings can be reconstructed not only when the head

model is a spherical sphere model but also when it is a

realistic layer-model. For example, an equivalently distrib-

uted dipole/charge layer may be reconstructed in a multi-

layer realistic head model by one of the reported algorithms

(Babiloni et al., 1997; Zanow 1997). Then the multiple

expansion of the obtained equivalent sources will bring on

a reconstruction of the ME of the actual electrical generator.

And then the ®ve maps, and even more maps based on new

designed ®lters in the future, may be deduced from the

obtained SHS or ME.
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